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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we present a class of mixed-reality displays which
allow for the 3D exploration of content in public exhibitions. The
shared experience of the exhibition and the preservation of artworks
are two very important aspects of these contexts, in particular for
museum exhibits. The use of display cases as a protection tool is
substantially accepted. It decreases the risks of damages to artworks
and cultural materials hosted in museums. In addition, the transparent panels create a reflection of the visitors inside the display
case. This reflection can be used to augment and interact in 3D with
the exhibited content, by coupling Spatial Augmented-Reality and
Optical Combiners. We call such a combination a Revealable Volume Display (RVD). It allows visitors to reveal information placed
freely inside or around protected artefacts, visible by all, using their
reflection in the panel. However, it may also suffer from unfamiliar
gestures and disrupted depth perception cues, making 3D exploration
of content difficult. In this paper, we first discuss the implementation
of RVDs, providing both projector-based and mobile versions. We
then present a design space that describes the interaction possibilities that they offer. Drawing on insights from a field study during
a first exhibition, we finally propose and evaluate techniques for
facilitating 3D exploration with RVDs.
Index Terms:
Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—Interaction devices—Graphics input devices Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction
(HCI)—Interaction devices—Displays and imagers Human-centered
computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—Interaction
paradigms—Mixed / augmented reality
1

I NTRODUCTION

Mixed-reality has known in the past years impressive technological
progress which democratised its use in our daily lives. It is now
common in several aspects of human activity (games, distant social
interaction, virtual tourism, ...). However, current approaches are
still mostly limited to situations that are compatible with quite fragile and expensive (even though more and more accessible) devices.
Consequently, when envisaging public situations, unless users come
with their personal equipment, it is still difficult in practice to reasonably imagine to actually use such mixed-reality systems. Such
interaction scenarios, where visitors are focused on their personal
devices and interactions, also strongly limit a collectively shared
visit experience.
In public situations where mixed-reality is aimed to combine digital information with existing (tangible) artefacts, one will also wish
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Figure 1: Revealable Volume Displays enable various content and
interactions with mixed-reality exhibitions : (a) Image layers inside a
physical object with highlighted contours, (b) Text annotations attached
with 3D guides (d) Exploring and annotating a revealed MRI scan
inside a head using a transparent panel and paper

to protect the artefacts from the visitors (for various reasons, including protection from stealing, or degradation). Indeed, some specific
public exhibitions (such as museums) have even more constraints on
the preservation of artefacts, such as preserving sensitive artefacts
from temperature, humidity and pollutants and the risks of accidental
damage. Glass display cases are a common mean to present fragile,
rare or valuable objects coming from cultural or artistic heritage in a
safe way. In addition, well-lit display cases allow for showing each
artefact in its full potential. The challenge faced by mediators is then
to find a way to transform the closed glass display cases into smart
and attractive exhibitions that can catch the visitors’ attention. Looking at these multiple constraints, it appears that public exhibitions
would benefit from novel mixed-reality technologies which would
engage the visitors while preserving the physical and social aspects
of the exhibition ecosystem.
In this paper, we present a class of Mixed-Reality displays that
we call Revealable Volume Displays (RVDs), which are particularly
suited for this context of public exhibitions. They rely on users
actions to reveal 3D virtual content inside or around exhibited physical objects, as shown on Figure 1, using the reflection in the glass
panel which protects them. RVDs ensure that the visitor’s attention
is focused on the actual exhibits, avoiding the “heads-down” effect
of mobile mixed-reality; they entirely rely on the user’s interaction
to display content, maximising the engagement with the exhibition;
they provide shared augmentations, unlike mixed-reality headsets,
correctly perceived by all visitors, hence opening social interactions
on projected digital information; they leave physical artefacts safely
protected and unaltered by the display.

Our contribution is four-fold :
• We describe the concept and implementation of RVDs
• We propose a design space that shows the augmentation and
interaction possibilities that they offer
• We investigate visitors’ responses to RVDs with an in-situ
experiment on a first prototype
• We evaluate techniques and propose design guidelines to facilitate the use of such displays
2 R ELATED W ORK
In the following section, we present related work on the use of
mixed-reality in public exhibitions, especially in museums. We then
describe other augmented and mixed reality display technologies
that focus on public / shared virtual content. Finally we focus on
studies that aim at guiding the exploration of digital content, in
various contexts.
2.1 Mixed-Reality for Mediation
In the context of mediation (museums, products exhibition, ...),
Augmented (AR) and Mixed-Reality (MR) technologies offer the
opportunity to combine digital information with exhibited physical
objects. We can cite as an example mobile AR applications for museums which offers visitors a device to explore exhibits. For example,
Augmented Reality Stories at Acropolis Museum presented by Keil
et al. [22] shows how mobile devices bring augmented colours and
stories to art pieces at the Acropolis Museum through AR developed
by the CHESS project (Cultural Heritage Experiences through Sociopersonal interactions and Storytelling). These applications exploit a
smartphone back camera to integrate virtual objects on the physical
space or to display data providing useful information for visitors .
In these cases, AR technology might make finding information in
the museum easier and enrich the visitors’ experience.
Bekele and al. recently realised a survey of Augmented, Virtual
and Mixed Reality for Cultural Heritage (CH) [2]. They classified projects according to the technologies used in CH projects for
tracking and registration, virtual environment modelling, devices
and interaction interfaces as well as the purpose of the project :
education, exhibition enhancement, exploration, reconstruction, and
virtual museums. The former categories provides the design dimensions of an AR application. Ibáñez & Delgado-Kloos have realised a
review of Augmented Reality for STEM learning on the period 2010
- 2017 [19]. Their study is not restricted to the use of AR in cultural
heritage sites and museums but it shows that the AR applications
tend to use more than one type of media to convey information. Text
and 2D images are the most used media but animations, 3D objects
and videos are also quite common. The type of activities can be
classified in three categories : exploration, simulation and game. In
this paper, we focus mostly on the exploration aspect, with displays
dedicated to this activity.
Liarokapis et al. [23] state that AR exhibition success is highly
related to the level of realism achieved. Especially, with AR for museum exhibition, visitors have high expectations that the visualised
information will be naturally presented in an entertaining manner.
According to Boisvert et al. [7] two necessary steps are required to
ensure visitors engagement in museums: the attractiveness of the
interface and the holding power. Attraction is defined as the measurement of visitors who stop at the exhibit while the holding power
is time spent by visitors in the exhibit. The study by Yahya [36] indicates that attraction and holding power are important variables for
understanding the learning environment of the museum. In addition,
holding power affects the visitor participation during visiting the
exhibition. These information are important indicators of museums’
ability to engage visitors’ attention and maintain their interest. Even
though AR and MR technologies can motivate users to interact in
new ways with exhibits, according to Hsi [18], they may suffer from
a “heads-down” effect where the interaction with the device takes

most of the attention of the visitor, hindering the experience as well
as the interaction with other visitors [13, 18, 26]. Another dimension
of the engagement of museum visitors is collaboration and social
experience. As stated by vom Lehn et al., social interaction and
collaboration are becoming increasingly important to the design and
development of exhibitions [34]. Indeed, discussion between visitors
fosters exchanging point of views and elaborating the reasons for
their opinion on the exhibits which leads to learning and a more
thorough experience [17].
In this paper, we present a new class of mixed-reality displays
that take these constraints into account, i.e. where user engagement
is ensured by relying on their interaction for the display of virtual
content and where the augmentations are displayed directly on the
physical objects, visible by all visitors.
2.2

Mixed-reality displays for public contexts

In this section we consider MR displays that enable multiple users
to collectively perceive virtual content augmenting physical objects.
Kajita et al. propose SkyAnchor a glass-free mixed-reality solution
that overlaps virtual content with a physical object [20]. Their
solution enables a zero-latency imaging while the object moves
by attaching the light source to the object. The tracking is based
on the surface on which the object is (capacitive markers), so one
can not lift it. The size of the image is also dependant on the
size of the system. Karnik et al. describe Mustard [21], a multiviewer see-through display to provide information about objects in
a glass cabinet. The system is based on two liquid crystals panels
between which the objects are placed. The front panel is used to
display information while the back panel serves as a hole-mask that
restricts what a user can view at one position. This enables the
systems to have location specific views for different users. The user
does not have the means to interact with the system to change the
information displayed. Ridel et al. propose another way to explore
information by the controlled projection of 3D visualisation on top of
previously scanned artefacts [28]. The user can drive the projection
using a revealing flashlight. This interactive device provides three
characteristics : spot (what to show), distance (size and illumination)
and angle (intensity of the augmentation). Projected information is
however limited to the surface of the exhibited objects and might
damage fragile artefacts. The same authors also describe EgoSAR,
an augmented reality display that superimposes personalised virtual
content for different viewers around a physical object [27]. The
system is based on retro-reflective material combined with multiple
light sources. The different views are however associated to specific
locations unless the user is equipped with a portable projector in an
alternative setting. Martinez et al. explore an idea similar to what we
present in this paper [25]. They use it as an example of how optical
combiners can be used to augment physical spaces. However, they
do not evaluate the interaction with the system or provide guidelines
on the design of augmented museum cabinets using such a system.
2.3

Guiding exploration of virtual content

Exploration of virtual content in public exhibitions can be made
difficult by the amount of accessible information and the type of
display technology used, and can therefore benefit from guiding.
Presenting 3D visualisations in public spaces is in fact identified as
an important challenge by Besançon et al. [5]. Ynnerman et al. [1]
propose the term exploranation as the merging of exploratory and
explanatory visualisation. It offers new possibility for mediation in
public settings, through adaptive interfaces, sensitive guidance to
enhance the experience of exploration.
Another technique is to have other users demonstrate gestures
which need to be performed, in order to generate a shared knowledge.
The study by Cash et al. [10] involves the gestures repetition as a
tool to build shared understanding. Yasui et al. [37] demonstrate

that gesture repetition helps building a shared knowledge within
participants.
Another possibility is to provide visual guides. In the context
of 2D interfaces, Burigat et al. [8] propose a technique to display
large information spaces on the limited screens of mobile devices
by indicating the direction of Points of Interest (PoI) outside the
displayed part of a map. In the context of 3D Virtual Environments,
according to Chen et al. [14], including navigation aids to guide
the exploration process provides a significant learning effect. Prior
studies [16] also confirm that guiding the user in a Virtual Reality Museum experience with continuous inputs in space and time
stimulates an improved experience.
In the context of Mobile Augmented Reality, Schinke et al. [30]
propose a technique that embeds arrows pointing at nearby PoI.
Their study confirms that 3D arrows help users estimate the position
of objects more precisely than a mini-map. In addition, according to
Carmo et al. [9], the integration of PoI allows for a better knowledge
of the environment and a better user guidance through a collection of
clues on off-screen objects and a 2D map with a radar view. Recently,
the study of Galatis et al. [15] suggests KnossosAR as an outdoor AR
tool for the visitors of cultural heritage sites. This mobile application
deals with the occlusion problem and how to handle occluded PoI.
Their user evaluation trials confirms that guides stimulate the interest
of participants to physically explore the archaeological site. In the
context of Spatial Augmented-Reality, Sodhi et al. [32] explore
how on-body projected visual hints could be used for movement
guidance. Schmidt and al. [31] explore a spatial augmented reality
environment through a floor projected guidance user interface. Their
aim is to support the storytelling process by guiding users to regions
of interest and ideal viewpoints. In this paper, we investigate similar
techniques to guide users through the exploration of RVDs.
3

R EVEALABLE VOLUME
AND DESIGN SPACE

D ISPLAYS : I MPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first describe the principle of Revealable Volume
Displays, their implementation and the content and techniques that
they enable.
3.1 General approach
RVDs aim at satisfying a number of constraints for mixed-reality
public exhibitions, which are not all taken into account by existing
MR displays:
1. They preserve the exhibited objects by leaving them behind
protective panels and not projecting directly on them. This
configuration also protects the exhibited artefacts from the
visitors’ hands
2. They keep visitors focused on the physical objects, not on an
external screen
3. They encourage the exploration [1] of the museum exhibits as
the virtual content is only visible when visitors are interacting
with it, unlike with AR headsets
4. They allow all visitors, i.e. not only the ones interacting as it
would be the case with an AR headset, to perceive the augmentations consistently, which encourages personal trajectories
and collaborations [3].
As shown in Figure 2.a, RVDs utilise the glass cabinet that protects exhibited objects. When a physical surface, such as a hand,
body part or handheld object is placed and moved in front of the cabinet, its reflection is perceived as moving through the volume inside
the cabinet, intersecting the exhibited objects. We use this principle
to reveal virtual content placed inside the cabinet by re-projecting
the intersections between the reflected surface and the virtual content
onto the surface. For example, in Figure 2.a the reflection of a white
panel is being moved through a naturalised bird and the panel is
sensed by a depth camera. Overlapping the bird, a virtual box was

reflected panel + projection
handheld panel

projector+camera

glass cabinet
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c

Figure 2: Implementation of Revealable Volume Display : (a) Projector
+ depth camera implementation with a visitor revealing the name of
an exhibited bird, (b) Horizontal configuration with objects below the
glass panel and text annotations revealed using a sheet of paper, (c)
Mobile implementation of RVD

placed which contains a texture with the name of the bird. When the
reflection of the panel intersects the box, this intersection, or slice,
is projected back onto the panel by the projector, and is perceived as
inside the bird. Existing glass panels can be used, provided they are
flat (e.g. without bumps). Thicker panels will however create double
reflections that might disturb the perception of for example. Lighting
must also sometimes be adapted. If the inside or background of the
cabinet are too bright, they might hide the reflected content.
RVDs draw inspiration from Slicing Displays [4,12], AR displays
which use Optical Combiners [25], swept-volume displays [33] and
Spatial Augmented reality [6]. Like swept-volume displays, RVDs
display voxels, i.e. elements composing virtual content placed in
3D in the physical space. In doing so, they provide depth cues such
as stereopsis without requiring head-tracking or a stereoscopic technology. Unlike swept-volume displays, but like slicing displays, the
entire display of information relies on visitors actively exploring the
content. If the content is not actively revealed by a user, it is not visible. Unlike swept-volume displays and slicing displays, RVDs also
allow for augmenting physical objects with virtual content placed inside or around them. Like Spatial AR displays, the content displayed
is visible by all users in the physical space, although only when looking through the same panel, but RVDs also allow for placing content
in mid-air, i.e. not necessarily on a pre-existing projection surface
in the target space. Finally, like Optical Combiners based displays,
due to the flatness of the optical combiner (here the glass cabinet) as
explained by Martinez and al. [25], the virtual content is perceived
consistently (at the same position) by all visitors independently from
their point of view. Unlike many other Optical Combiners based
displays however , such as "Pepper’s Ghost"-type displays, RVDs
allow for displaying virtual content placed anywhere in a volume,
not on a fixed surface.
3.2 Implementation
RVDs allow one to place 3D meshes (primitive shapes, arbitrary 3D
models) at any position within the volume inside the glass cabinet.

These meshes will hold the different types of content (solid or gradient colours, text, 2D and 3D textures, video textures). The tracking
and display can be implemented in two ways. Our most common
implementation relies on a depth camera and a projector. In this
case, the software part of our system resembles the augmented reality pipeline described by Berthaut et al. [4], with additional filtering
possibilities described below. The slicing process is entirely done on
the GPU in three rendering passes. It requires that the projector and
camera are calibrated to retrieve the projection and view matrices
that will be used to render the 3D scene of virtual content. A 3D
mesh is created from the depth image captured by the camera and
rendered to a first depth texture from the projector point of view.
The second pass selects all pixels of the back faces of the virtual
objects which are behind pixels of the depth texture and renders
them to a second texture. In the third pass, pixels of the front faces
are finally selected for rendering if they are located before pixels in
the depth texture and if they match pixels of the same object in the
second texture. Their colour is then computed based on the type of
content contained in their corresponding 3D mesh and on the 3D
coordinates of the depth texture pixel relative to the mesh.
Because our system aims at displaying text annotations and images, we added a filtering technique that reduces both temporal and
spatial noise due to the low resolution (640x480 at 30fps or 320x240
at 60fps) of the depth camera (Asus Xtion or a similar device based
on projected IR pattern). To that extent, we combine a temporal filter
using a 1e filter [11] that removes the small jitter from the depth
image while preserving fast movements of the physical surface, and
a spatial filter that averages the depth positions to flatten captured
physical surfaces. Both filters are computed on the CPU and passed
as an alternative depth image to the slicing pipeline. The first pass
then selects each pixel between the last depth image from the camera
and the filtered depth image depending on a difference threshold. In
practice, this leads to very stable depth meshes when the physical
surfaces are relatively motionless and accurate displacement when
they are moving. Compared to other approaches to real-time depth
image filtering such as using the albedo [35], our approach only
relies on the depth image and is therefore less dependent on the
lighting conditions of exhibitions.
In addition to this projector / depth camera combination, a second
simpler and preliminary prototype displayed in Figure 2.c shows
how RVDs can be implemented using a mobile device. Here a
web page can be served to the mobile device of visitors containing
an application written in Javascript and WebGL. It uses the Aruco
[29] marker-based tracking library to obtain the position of the
virtual camera relatively to a marker board placed inside the museum
cabinet. This camera is configured as an orthographic camera with
a very close near plane, effectively resulting in only a slice of the
virtual content being shown on the screen.
3.3

Design space

In this section, we propose a set of dimensions which describe the
design opportunities offered by a Revealable Volume Display.
3.3.1

Role of virtual content

RVDs allow virtual content to play various roles with respect to
augmented physical objects. Although these are similar to roles
available with other types of Augmented Reality Displays, RVDs
present the content in a unique way : perceptually aligned with
physical objects for all the users in front of the display, but only as a
fraction of the entire virtual content. This content can therefore be
used with one or a combination of the following roles :
• to reveal the inside of the physical object, e.g a slice of layers
inside the bird house show on Figure 1.a.
• to annotate parts of a physical object to explain or direct the
user to other information, as shown on Figure 1.b.

• to extend a physical object with virtual content, e.g. completing
a partial archaeological artefact with a virtual reconstruction
of the remainder.
• to highlight the contour / surface of the physical object, as
shown on Figure 1.a on the contours of the bird house.
• to complement the object with additional content, e.g. a video
which presents the usage context of an artefact.
3.3.2 Use of depth in the virtual content
In RVDs, depth is a very specific dimension since the XY plane acts
as a 2D screen representing a slice of content visible by all. Depth
can therefore have the following uses :
• Spatial when one moves through layers in a 3D texture, such
as shown on Figure 1.c.
• Temporal when one moves through positions (e.g. frames) in a
video or animation such as seen on Figure 1.a.
• Semantic when one moves through semantically organised
content (e.g. the chronology of evolution of an object across
history)
3.3.3 Exploration guidance
Because RVDs heavily rely on exploration of virtual content, how
the user is guided through this exploration is an important part of
the design. This exploration can be :
• Spontaneous when user moves freely to explore the virtual
scene
• Guided when the exploration is triggered and guided by e.g.
annotations or sounds which allow for proposing a trajectory
3.3.4 Implementation dependent interactions
Depending on the implementation chosen for the RVD, various
interaction possibilities arise. The first implementation uses the
projector + depth camera system, with the user holding a unprepared
opaque panel or using their body or clothes to reveal the content. The
second implementation also uses projector + depth camera together
with prepared opaque panels featuring printed tags, such as shown
in Figure 4.a. The third implementation also relies on a projector
+ depth camera setup combined with a transparent (e.g. acrylic)
panel to which is attached a piece of paper, on which one can write.
The revealed content is then visible by transparency on the other
side of the panel and can be traced or annotated. This version is
shown in Figure 1.c . Finally the fourth implementation is the mobile
display shown in Figure 2.c in which the user can also access the
touchscreen of the smartphone/tablet.
We provide in Figure 3 the possible interactions for each implementation described above. These interactions are :
• Exploration of content, in which users simply reveal the static
virtual content by moving the device through it
• Triggering events, in which users can activate dynamic content
(e.g. animations, videos, sounds ...)
• Thematic selection, in which users can select between a set
of virtual content placed at the same physical position, for
example to allow for multiple information regarding the same
physical object. An example of that is used in our preliminary
study in Section 4.1 where visitors can access information
related to either the habitat or food of naturalised birds.
• Content manipulation, in which users can interact with the content in a more advanced way than only triggering and filtering,
e.g. scrolling through a map, manipulating data diagrams.
• Content creation refers to the possibility of adding content,
for example leaving messages or annotation on the exhibited
objects, through the mobile touchscreen for example.
• Content capture refers to the possibility of capturing the revealed content, either manually by tracing it on the transparent
panel implementation, or by taking a picture and screenshot
with the mobile implementation.
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FACILITATING 3D
VOLUME D ISPLAY

EXPLORATION WITH A
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In this section we describe two experiments that investigate the
appropriation of RVDs by users and how to facilitate exploration
with them. Both of them were conducted before the COVID-19
pandemic, in the summer and fall of 2018. These experiments use
the projector + camera + opaque panel implementation. However
the other RVDs implementations suffer from the same perceptual
issues and should therefore benefit from the proposed techniques.
4.1
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3.3.5

The last design dimension in RVD which influences interaction
possibilities is the side of the glass cabinet through which objects are
viewed. Exhibited artefacts will be either perceived mostly through a
vertical side, such as seen in Figure 2.a or through the top side, from
above as seen in Figure 2.b. In the case of vertical sides, artefacts can
be placed at any distance from the surface, i.e. on the reflected axis,
which may lead to more time finding the content as this reflected
axis seems more difficult to control, as explained in more details
in the following experiments. With the horizontal top side, objects
are usually closer to the panel, requiring less adjustments on the
reflected axis and making the exploration of content potentially
faster. Horizontal sides may however make the content less visible
since visitors can be placed all around the case, not necessarily
facing the panels used to reveal the content, and not all in front of it
as with vertical sides.

Figure 4: Setup for the two experiments: (a) Experiment 1 : Introduction phase where participants reveal the names of the birds, (b)
Experiment 1 : Exploration phase in which the average number of
eggs laid by each bird is attached to it with a 3D guide. (c) Experiment
2
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Figure 3: Possible interactions with virtual content depending on the
implementation of RVDs

Preliminary study

The purpose of this first study was to investigate information exploration by individuals and to evaluate the appropriation of our
prototype in an ecological situation. Due to time constraints of
conducting the study in a museum setting, we focused on gathering
qualitative data.
The prototype was trialed in a regional natural history museum.
It was deployed in a showcase containing naturalised birds (see
Figures 4.a and 4.b). For each bird we provided their name, diet,
living environment and number of laid eggs. 30 participants (15
groups of 2 participants each) were recruited for the experiment in
two sessions in the museum. Participants included 15 males and
15 females with a mean age of 27.3 (sd=12.37, min=8, max=52).
None of them had previously participated in similar studies or used
our system but some had experience with augmented reality (AR
experience rated between 1-5 with mean=2.3, sd=1.34). They all
participated voluntarily and signed an informed consent form. The
duration of the experiment was between 10 and 15 minutes.
The experiment involved pairs of users (to allow for a collaborative task) each facing half of the showcase (see figures 4.a and 4.b).
Before each task, subjects were allowed to spend enough time to get

Figure 5: Questionnaires results from the first experiment

familiar with the device. The experiment was divided into two steps
:
• In the first step, participants were introduced to the prototype
and told how to interact with it. They were given time to
experiment until they felt accustomed to it.
• The second step was dedicated to the trial of navigation guides
to help users find relevant information around the exhibits. The
users were informed that starting from the head of the animals,
they would find a guide to follow to find information. They
were asked to find information about the number of eggs laid
by each animal and to identify the one having the more (resp.
less) eggs. Three kinds of guides were evaluated. This aspect
of our system will be described in more details in the second
experiment, as no significant results were obtained. Each pair
of users had the same guides and we alternated between groups.
The trials were recorded for later analysis of the users’ interactions with the device and comments. After each step, each user
passed a questionnaire with 5 levels Likert items to assess usability
and acceptance of the system. Results from the questionnaires in the
first and the second step are shown in Figure 5.
Although the feedback from participants of this first experiment
was very positive as shown by the results of our questionnaires,
the observation of participants in an ecological situation revealed
that exploration with the system remains difficult, see Figure5. In
particular they seemed to have trouble finding the virtual content

around the exhibited objects. We believe this is due to the reflected
interaction, which reverses displacements along the z-axis (towards
or away from the glass panel), and to the limited visual depth cues.
In fact, visual cues for depth perception such as parallax, occlusions, shading and shadows are lost with the RVD. This causes
difficulties of perception and navigation for users and may hinder
their experience in the museum. We therefore decided to investigate
how individual exploration can be facilitated with a second, more
controlled experiment.
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4.2 Controlled experiment
This controlled experiment seeks to answer the following questions:
• Does having the contour of physical objects virtually highlighted improve the positioning around the physical objects
?
• Do animated guides make it easier to find to which object or
part of an object virtual content is attached, compared to static
links (3D lines) ?
• Does highlighting depth contours for the virtual content help
users discover this content ?
20 participants (16 males, 4 females) were recruited for the experiment (aged mean=31.10 SD=11.17 min=18 max=61). None of them
had previously participated in similar studies. They participated
voluntarily after signing and informed consent form. Results from a
21st participant were removed because they had trouble adjusting to
the system, resulting in very low performance compared to the other
participants. The experiment was performed in a quiet, illuminated
laboratory room. Before each task subjects were allowed to spend
enough time to get familiar with the device.
The experiment lasted around 30 minutes. For each task participants were holding an A5 piece of white foam board with their
two hands to drive the projection. The glass cabinet contained
three physical objects. We used an Optoma 1080E projector with
a 1920x1080 resolution at 60fps, combined with an Asus Xtion
providing a 320x240 depth image at 60fps. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 4.c.
The experiment followed a within-subject design. It was divided
into three tasks : CONT OURS, GUIDED, CONT ENT . We added
a fourth task named CONT ENT 2, based on initial results, that the
participants performed in a second session. Each task had two
conditions. Between each condition participants filled a subjective
questionnaire with 5 levels Likert items to gather their impressions
about the task. At the end of each task, they also selected their
preferred condition. CONT ENT 2 was designed to refine the results
from CONT ENT , as post task interviews revealed an effect of the
two conditions that was not visible in the data. It was conducted
between 2 and 7 days after the first experiment on only 12 of the participants of CONT ENT (11 males, 1 female, aged of mean=30.58,
SD=11.46, min=18, max=61).

physical objects (CONT OURS_NO) and presence of the contours
(CONT OURS_Y ES). These two conditions are depicted in Figure
6.a and Figure6.b.

4.2.1 Contours task
The goal of this task was to evaluate whether highlighting the physical objects with their virtual contour helps users in their exploration,
i.e. if they better perceive where the reflection of the panel they are
holding is, relatively to the physical objects. At the beginning of
each trial, participants were asked to reveal a virtual sign indicating
around which object a virtual stationary red sphere would be placed
and where around the object it would be (e.g. "above to the left").
As soon as the sign disappeared they had to find the sphere as fast
as possible and remain on it until it disappeared (after 2 seconds).
The sphere was placed near one of the 3 objects and at one of 4
positions around the object (right, left-behind, left-top-behind, rightbehind) (at ∼50mm from the contour of the object). Each participant
therefore performed 12 trials (3*4) per condition and the trials were
randomised. Two conditions were evaluated: no contours for the

We seek to guide users from a specific part of a physical object to a
piece of information, in order to facilitate annotations of the physical
objects with "floating" virtual content. For that, we trialed animated
guides (GUIDE_DY NAMIC) that give a clue of the direction to
follow with a series of 3D cones moving towards the target and static
guides (GUIDE_STAT IC) that link the object and the information
with a single 3D cone. These two guides are depicted in Figures 7.c
7.d, and the result when revealing both the name and red sphere with
both guides is shown in Figures 6.c and 6.d.
We chose not to test any guide which would require the system
to know the position of the user, e.g. 3D arrows in perspective, in
order to maintain the public and shared aspects of RVDs.
Each trial started with a virtual sign indicating the object around

Figure 6: Experiment 2 : Conditions for the three tasks. Contours
Task : CONT OUR_NO (a) and CONT OUR_Y ES (b). Guides Task
: GUIDE_STAT IC (c) and GUIDE_DY NAMIC (d). Content Task :
FRAME_FLAT (e) and FRAME_DEPT H (f)

a

b

c

d

Figure 7: Techniques used in the Content and Guides Tasks
: (a) FRAME_FLAT (b) FRAME_DEPT H (c) GUIDE_STAT IC (d)
GUIDE_DY NAMIC

4.2.2

Guides task

4.2.4 Content2 task
The initial Content task was modified to require more precision from
the participants. To that extent, the thickness of the word that participants had to find was reduced from 50mm and 20mm to 20mm and
10mm. We also varied the depth of the frame separately between
60mm and 150mm. Each participant therefore performed 16 trials
(2 directions x 2 frame depth x 2 frame distance x 2 word thickness)
per condition and the trials were randomised. In addition, they were
asked to find the word as fast as possible and more importantly to
remain on it until it disappeared (after 2 seconds). The same conditions were evaluated as in the Content task (i.e. FRAME_FLAT
and FRAME_DEPT H).
4.3 Results
Here we give all statistically significant differences observed between conditions. They are also depicted in Figure 8. The implications of these results are discussed in Section Guidelines. We provide
both frequentist and bayesian analyses, these were performed using
JASP 0.13.1 1 . We used a Student t-test if the normality was verified
with a Shapiro-Wilk test, otherwise we used a Wilcoxon signed rank
non-parametric test. Bayesian statistics were performed to provide a
finer grained analysis of the effects (e.g. weak, moderate, strong ...),
using the interpretation of Bayes factors from JASP, in turn adapted
from Jeffrey’s scheme [24].
1 https://jasp-stats.org
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4.2.3 Content task
With this task, we investigate how to improve depth perception during the exploration of virtual content especially when the content
does not change much along the depth axis (few images, text, compared to 3D text). In the task, participants were asked to first remain
on a virtual sign with instructions. As soon as this sign disappeared,
they had to find a word placed in front of or behind the virtual sign
as quickly as possible and say the word out loud (without necessarily
remaining on the word). After this, the word disappeared and they
moved back to the virtual sign for the next trial. Two conditions
were evaluated. In FRAME_FLAT the word was surrounded by a
simple box, shown in Figure 7.a. In FRAME_DEPT H, the shape of
the frame surrounding the word quickly increased from 0% to 95%
of the box size at both extremities, and then increased slowly along
the depth to reach 100% in the middle of the box. This shape is
depicted in Figure 7.b. The FRAME_DEPT H shape was designed
so as to show almost no visual difference with the FRAME_FLAT
shape, in order to preserve the maximum space for virtual content
placed inside. This absence of difference is visible in Figures 6.e
and 6.f. Both shapes were of 100mm in width and 100mm in height.
Between trials, we varied direction of the frame (i.e. behind / before
of panel), the distance of the frame to the panel (100mm and 150mm)
and the depth of the frame (60mm and 150mm) together with the
depth of the word placed at the centre of the frame (occupying a
third of the depth of the frame, so respectively 20mm and 50mm).
Each participant therefore performed 8 trials (2 directions * 2 distances * 2 depths) per condition and the trials were randomised. We
measured the number of errors (finding and loosing the word), and
the time taken to find the word once inside the frame.

EXPLORATION TASK - COMPLETION TIME

EXPLORATION TASK - ERRORS

Average number of reentries in the guide

which a virtual red sphere was going to be. As soon as the virtual
sign disappeared, they had to move to the designated object, reveal
its name (which was placed in the centre of the object) and then find
the stationary sphere as quickly as possible. They then had to remain
on the sphere until it disappeared (after 2 seconds) and then move
back to the sign for the next trial. The sphere was placed around
one of the three objects in two possible directions (right+above,
left+above) and two planes (same depth as the object / closer to the
user). This resulted in 12 trials (3*4) per condition for each subject
and the order of trial was randomised.

GUIDE_DYNAMIC

GUIDE_STATIC

0

FRAME_DEPTH

FRAME_FLAT

Figure 8: Plots of the statistically significant results in the Contours,
Guides and Content tasks.

4.3.1 Contours task
Before analysing the results, we removed the outliers which were
trials that lasted for more than 20s, correlated with the participant
forgetting the instruction, i.e. around which object the target was.
Adding a virtual contour around the objects (CONT OUR_Y ES)
resulted in less errors (mean1.528, sd = 0.768) that without them
(CONT OUR_NO, mean = 1.870, sd = 0.65). A Student’s t-test
(t(19) = −2.316, p = 0.032) confirms that the difference is statistically significant. The corresponding Bayes factor (BF10 = 1.985)
shows a weak evidence for a difference. Regarding completion time,
a Bayesian t-test reveals a moderate evidence for an absence of difference between the conditions (BF10 = 0.232). There is also a statistically significant difference (t(19)=3.214, p=0.005) when comparing
task completion time (in milliseconds) between the first condition
participants had and the second one. This duration reduces (mean =
3978.776ms, sd = 1129.721) between the first condition (no matter which one it was) and the second (mean = 3191.554mssd =
1188.005). The corresponding Bayes factor (BF10 = 9.908) also
shows a strong evidence for a difference. We also compared the
results between participants who had CONT OUR_Y ES first (n=11)
and participants with CONT OUR_NO first (n=9), which leads to
the following observations :
• In terms of errors, there is a statistically significant difference depending on whether the users
started with CONT OURS_Y ES or CONT OURS_NO
(t(18) = −2.618, p = 0.017). The errors increased when
they passed from CONT OURS_Y ES to CONT OURS_NO
(mean = 0.114, sd = 0.728). The errors decreased in the
reverse condition (mean = −0.620, sd = 0.460). A Bayesian
independent t-test confirms that there is moderate evidence for
a difference (BF10 = 3.485).
• There is also a statistically significant difference in terms
of reentries in objects (t(18) = −2.311, p = 0.033) but
with only a weak evidence in Bayesian analysis (BF10 =
2.247). The number of reentries increased when passing from CONT OURS_Y ES to CONT OURS_NO (mean =
0.202, sd = 1.909) and decreased in the reverse order (mean =
−1.415, sd = 0.947).
4.3.2 Guides task
The results do not show statistically significant differences in completion time or errors between the two kinds of guides. Bayesian analysis shows a moderate evidence for an absence of difference in errors
(BF10 = 0.242) and completion time (BF10 = 0.274). However we

can note a statistically significant difference (t(19) = 2.783, p =
0.012) in reentries in guides (i.e. leaving the guide and entering it again) with less reentries when using GUIDE_DY NAMIC
(mean = 4.4, sd = 1.7) compared to GUIDE_STAT IC (mean =
5.612, sd = 1.488). This is confirmed by a moderate evidence for a
difference (BF10 = 4.447). Participants finally expressed a preference towards dynamic guides (13 against 7).
4.3.3

Content 1 and 2 tasks

Data from Content 1 does not show any statistically significant
difference either in terms of completion time or errors. However a
majority of participants reported differences that could indicate a
change in depth perception, although they could not tell what the
difference between the conditions was. Among the 20 participants:
8 perceived no difference between the two conditions; 3 felt that the
FRAME_DEPT H condition was easier; the remaining 9 perceived
a difference related to distance perception : 5 users felt that the word
was closer in FRAME_DEPT H condition, 3 felt that the word were
thinner in FRAME_DEPT H and 1 that they could reach the word
faster in FRAME_DEPT H.
The results from the second iteration of the task Content2, which
required more precision (due to thinner words), show a statistically
significant difference in word finding time (t(11) = -2.840, p=0.016)
with lower duration for FRAME_DEPT H (mean=1385.208
ms, sd=241.669) than for FRAME_FLAT (mean=1668.667 ms,
sd=357.446). This is confirmed by a Bayesian t-test showing a
moderate evidence for a difference (BF10 = 4.003).
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D ISCUSSION

AND

G UIDELINES

Even though we found a number of statistically significant differences between the techniques in each task, these remain quite small
: less than 1 second for the completion time and only one or two
additional errors. However, these were obtained on very short and
guided tasks, i.e. participants knew what they were supposed to
find and they were only looking for one information at a time. We
believe that these small differences might accumulate and become
more problematic in ecological conditions where visitors do not always know precisely what they are looking for, where there are more
objects and virtual content and where visitors might get frustrated
and stop using the system if they feel like they are not able to achieve
the task fast enough. In the following, we propose guidelines based
on our results for designing interaction with RVDs to optimise the
user experience. Although we only tested the projector + camera +
opaque panel implementation, we believe they can ve applied to all
implementations of RVDs.
5.1

Progressive complexity

Results of the Contours task indicate that there is a short learning
curve for RVDs. In fact participants became a lot more confident and
accurate over time. We therefore believe that in order to facilitate
the use of RVDs, a trajectory could be defined that would start
with a cabinet featuring only a few simple virtual annotations on a
single object and increase complexity and diversity of the content
progressively as spectators progress into the exhibitions. Another
possibility is to use the thematic selection that we presented in
Section 3.3 to filter out some of the content for novices who would
use a panel with a special AR tag.
5.2

Dynamic 3D Guides

In order to attach virtual content such as annotations around exhibited objects, a method for guiding visitors to the content needs to be
added. Instead of relying on text indications ("move upwards") or
arrows which require the system to know which content visitors are
looking for, we proposed two types of virtual guides simply created
by placing 3D shapes in the physical space between the physical
object and the annotation. Even though there were no differences

in performance times, results of our study show that participants
mostly preferred the dynamic guides and that they lost them less
often than when following the static guides. It therefore seems that
dynamic guides with an animation showing the direction of the virtual content are to be picked in priority. In addition, dynamic guides
led to a strategy of slowly following the guides (without loosing
them), while static guides led to a strategy where users would scan
the volume with fast and large movements. We believe that slower
movements should be encouraged as they will help visitors explore
more complex scenes of virtual content, where large movements
would make them miss some of the content, especially with tracking
and projection latency issues. Our recommendation is therefore to
rely mostly on dynamic guides.
5.3

Highlighting contours of physical objects

When interacting with an RVD, depth perception cues such as occlusions, shading and shadows are lost. It is therefore difficult for
visitors to precisely perceive where the reflection of the surface they
are holding is, relative to the exhibited objects. Our study suggests
that less errors were made in finding virtual content of a physical object when the contours of that object were highlighted, and the same
contours led to a stronger reduction of errors over time. This might
indicate that participants had a better perception of position within
the display case / around the object when given those contours. They
might therefore serve as an anchor in the exploration around physical
objects. The presence of contours also led participants to use slower
movements in order to keep the contour visible at all times. We
believe this induced behaviour would also improve the overall experience of RVDs, since visitors will move with more precision and
stability through the virtual content when exploring. Implementing
this contours technique however implies that all exhibited objects
are scanned and the obtained 3D meshes are aligned with them.
5.4

Highlighting depth inside virtual content

Another effect of the impaired depth perception in RVDs is that it can
be difficult for visitors to know their position along the z-axis when
revealing virtual content. Findings from our study seem to indicate
that amplifying this displacement with changes in the content or of
a frame surrounding the content leads to faster selection of content
along the z-axis, even if the changes are not consciously perceived
by the users. Although the time difference remains small ( 300ms)
in our task with a single word that had to be revealed, it could lead
to much larger differences when accumulated during the exploration
of more complex content. We recommend using depth highlighting
frames, i.e. shapes that change contour when one moves forward
and backward. A very small change such as the one used in our
study seems to already restore a sense of depth. We believe that
stronger changes with for example spherical frames, depth layered
images or 3D textures would also help visitors to better perceive
their displacement inside the museum cabinet.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the concept of Revealable Volume Displays, mixed-reality displays for 3D exploration in public exhibitions.
We described how they can be implemented and what interaction
possibilities they afford. Following an in-situ experiment on their
appropriation by museum visitors, we conducted a controlled experiment to investigate techniques for facilitating their use. Our results
suggest that virtual contours, dynamic guides and amplified depth
movements can help reduce exploration time and errors and lead
users to more stable and precise content exploration. The projector
+ camera implementation with added contours and guides has been
used on several occasions since the experiment, and is being integrated in upcoming exhibitions. Among the main perspectives, the
other RVDs implementations presented will be investigated further
to see if additional guiding techniques are required.
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